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 SYSU, and the SYSU Physics Department, are growing at a rapid clip with ambitious 
hiring goals

 Guangzhou is awash in antineutrinos !

 JUNO the follow-on experiment to Daya Bay will come online 
rapidly in the next few years
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Some conclusions: 

Experiment continues to lead the way in the field of neutrino physics 

Without simple solutions like leptoquarks available, theorists must wait for either more data or more inspiration 
to better motivate and connect lepton and hadron flavours
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Neutrinos and Safeguards

 Contributions of Non-Fuel Antineutrinos at the 

High Flux Isotope Reactor  - Andrew Conant

 Antineutrinos for Safeguarding Nuclear Waste  -

Madalina Wittel

Is there any chance of safeguarding spent fuel 
repositories ? 

Answer after a first look  –in theory yes, in practice 
quite difficult 

Research reactor core materials can influence
antineutrino emisisons at the ~1 percent level
dominated by low energy contributions

80 tons Argon TPC would detect
diversion of 20 out of 500 tons of
10 year old spent fuel at ~ 1 sigma
Electron scatter channel not IBD

The good news – there is a residual low energy flux
the bad news – repositories are large and contain widely distributed 
spent  fuel – r-squared is a problem, and  overburden is needed
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1990s led NK to go nuclear due to withdrawal of USSR support 

2006 - 2017 - 6 nuclear tests 

2012 – 2017 - numerous missile tests

Confrontation and cooperation depend on the actions of 6 key 
players – North Korea, South Korea, China, the US, and  Japan  - Chen 
Zhuo anticipates an intermediate kind of escalation, short of outright 
military confrontation 

Denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula  - or at least of North Korea 
- is sought by all other parties  

North Korea seeks economic and security guarantees in exchange for 
denuclearization  

Deployment of a neutrino detector could be a welcome 
distraction for all parties ! 
Science 09 Nov 2018: Vol. 362, Issue 6415, pp. 649-650
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Neutrino 4 - a claim for a heavy  sterile neutrino !  

SM-3 100 MWT 42 X 42 X 35 CM HEU fuel not well 
shielded from cosmics 3-5 mwe

5 meter standoff to core  - range from 6 to 12 
meters

3 cubic meter detector 10” PMTs 50 cells  

No dependence of backgrounds on reactor power 
or reactor distance 

Upgrades planned for greater 
sensitivity- skipping Neutrino 5 and going straight 
for Neutrino 6 

Not consistent with PROSPECT
PROSPECT notes that establishing 
meaningful confidence limits for high 
frequency and/or small amplitude 
oscillations requires a careful 
statistical treatment.
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3.5 million events recorded !

Key results: 

DB expt. expects U235 to be mainly responsible for the reactor 
antineutrino anomaly

Rejects Pu only and all isotope hypotheses at ~ 3 sigma 

Able to decompose U235 and Pu239 spectra using burnup –
then plot two spectra separately  
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This 

If placed here 

Would yield this good sensitivity
to a sterile neutrino

Jinping underground lab

However, a 50-100 kCI source is needed
And sources are hard to come by !

An analogous dilemma

"Belling the Cat" is a fable also known under the titles "The Bell and the Cat"

and "The Mice in Council". Although often attributed to Aesop, it was not 
recorded before the Middle Ages

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fable
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aesop
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Middle_Ages
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Matric element calculations impose 
undesirable uncertainties on the conclusions 
that can be drawn from neutrinoless
Double beta decay measurements

Professor Jiao advanced an ab-initio Generator Coordinate Method 
in order to include particle-particle correlations in nuclear ME calculations

• Some basic confirmation of the method in surrogate systems
• More work to be done to demonstrate a real improvement in accuracy for DBD matrix elements 
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Motivation –disagreement at 2 sigma between  KamLAND and 
SuperK/SNO for dmsq21

Dmsq21 helps control the level of CP violation through the 
Jarlsklog parameter  - but could dmsq be different at different 
L/E ?

Another estimate may be extracted from Daya Bay and RENO 
data combination

Dm221 < 18x10-5 eV2 (2.3x KL) at 95% C.L

using 4000 days of Daya Bay and RENO 
combined data
at L/E ~ 0.5 km/MeV

This result differs from KL (x2.5) and SK - a more precise measurement will come from JUNO 
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1. demonstrate reactor discovery and exclusion

2. demonstrate verification of reactor operations

3. investigate the scalability and viability of detector concepts 
for far-field monitoring

AIT  Project Goals:

HARTLEPOOL Reactors

• 2 cores
• 1.57 GWt per core
• 25 km standoff
• Relatively high

power near an 
existing mine suits an 
initial demonstration

Main orientation is nonproliferation – non-contrast measurement
physics (supernova,…) a desirable secondary goal

Main goal is neutrino mass ordering – a hard, important 
measurement - Great input for nonproliferation 
applications

JUNO Project Goals: 

1. Determine neutrino mass ordering (3 sigma sensitivity in 6 
years)

2. Sensitivity to oscillation parameters, other physics

Project is moving fast toward 2021 goal of 
scintillator fill ! 

3% res for JUNO
77% photocoverage

1% res for TAO
(near-reactor)
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Coherent neutrino scatter – experiment and extrapolation 

 D. Akimov: Important strides in 
preparation for a reactor CNS 
measurement using dual-phase xenon 

 P. Huber: How long before safeguards 
can benefit 
from CNS ? Answer – it will be a while 

Thresholds are a key issue, and 
backgrounds are likely to be unfriendly at 
low threshold

 To gain advantage over IBD for power 
and burn-up measurement detectors 
with 
A > 100 
~500 kg
Ethresh – 5 eV !! 

  

Figure 7. Evolution of the electron lifetime in the RED-100 detector during constant circulation of 

Xenon in the period February 4 – 27, 2019. Electric field strength is 0.3kV/cm 

5 ms e- lifetime !  no loss of 
electrons in drift 
Record purity

1:1 S:B CNS measurement at Kaliningrad reactor 
for a 4 electron threshold ! 
Ethresh = a few hundred eV
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Russian and US species of optimism – the case of yield curves

11

detectors. We find that the best-fit A on each side devi-
ates from the global average by approximate 1-σ in either
direct ion, and leads to a − 5.9% and + 6.4% change in the
charge yields at 0.4 and 0.3 keV, respect ively (the lowest
energy detectors are on opposite sides of the beam). As
the lat ter e↵ect is larger, we report this as the scaling
systemat ic uncertainty in Table I.

The second systemat ic in the two lowest energies is due
to our choice of using a Poisson dist ribut ion to model
charge product ion. We do not have a physical model
for this dist ribut ion; energy conservat ion in the ioniza-
t ion process and fluctuat ions in elect ron/ ion recombina-
t ion lead to compet ing e↵ects which serve to narrow or
broaden the dist ribut ion with respect to a Poisson pro-
cess, respect ively. A first -principles derivat ion of these
e↵ects is beyond the scope of this work. We can, how-
ever, est imate our uncertainty due to the choice of model
by evaluat ing the ionizat ion yield from data direct ly. Us-
ing the simulat ions and the average best -fit values for the
normalizat ion parameter A at higher energies (> 1keV),
we predict the number of events that will be present in
the two lowest energy spect ra. We then use this to est i-
mate the number of events that would produce zero ion-
izat ion elect rons. This allows us to calculate the average
of the measured ionizat ion signal in a model-independent
fashion, and compare with our Poisson fits. Wefind that ,
in all cases, the calculated yield is in agreement with
the average yield within our stat ist ical uncertaint ies. We
take the maximum deviat ion as a systemat ic uncertainty
due to our use of the Poisson model in our fits. This is
shown as a systemat ic uncertainty in the rightmost col-
umn of Table I.

V . D I SCU SSI ON

We compare the energy dependence of Qy direct ly to
two other recent measurements in Figure 8. Our mea-
surements are in agreement with the LUX data at a sim-
ilar elect ric field [20], but have smaller uncertaint ies and
extend the calibrat ion to lower energies. We find that
the ionizat ion yield decreases significant ly below 1keV.
We also compare our results to the Noble Element Sim-
ulat ion Technique (NEST), a publicly-available software
package that has become the standard benchmark for
modeling ionizat ion and scint illat ion product ion in liq-
uid xenon [31, 32]. The ionizat ion models in NEST are
tuned to best describeavailabledata, and themost recent
nuclear recoil model is therefore primarily constrained by
the LUX measurements in the⇠1keV regime [33]. When
ext rapolated to lower energies, this model overpredicts
the ionizat ion product ion. Our results can inform the
next generat ion of the NEST simulat ion code, and will
help improvemodeling of ult ra-low-energy ionizat ion pro-
cesses in liquid xenon throughout the larger community.

We also find a non-negligible dependence of the charge
yield on the applied elect ric field, in cont rast with the
conclusion of Ref. [21], but consistent with results above

FIG. 8: Measurements of the energy-dependence of
ionizat ion yield in liquid xenon at 220V/ cm, compared

with recent measurements from the LUX
Collaborat ion [20] and Aprile et al. [21] made at similar
drift fields. We also show the ionizat ion yield current ly

implemented in the Noble Element Simulat ion
Technique software package (version 2.0) [33]

25 keV [15]. The measured field dependence is weaker
than that implemented in the most recent version of
NEST, and will again help inform future modeling ef-
forts.

At the lowest energy in our measurement , we find a
yield of 3.5–4.5e− / keV, which corresponds to an aver-
age signal st rength of 1.1–1.4 ionized elect rons. This is
the smallest nuclear recoil signal measured to date, and
approaches the fundamental limit of nuclear recoil detec-
t ion in liquid xenon. Detectors that hope to be sensi-
t ive to recoils at energies lower than 300eV must have
thresholds of 1–2 detected elect rons and rely on upward
fluctuat ions in the ionizat ion signals. The average recoil
energy for 5GeV WIMPs, solar 8B neut rinos, and reactor
ant ineut rinos in a liquid xenon detector are expected to
be 331eV, 433eV, and 67eV, with endpoints at 2.4keV,
4keV, and 1.6keV, respect ively. Our measurements pro-
vide crucial data that can be used to accurately calculate
the sensit ivit ies of detectors for applicat ions in low-mass
WIMP searches and searches for neut rino signals via the
CE⌫NS interact ion.

V I . CON CL U SI ON

This work describes a new measurement of the the nu-
clear recoil ionizat ion yield in liquid xenon between 0.3
and 6.1keV using fixed-angle neutron scat tering. With
st rong background reject ion techniques, high elect ron ex-
t ract ion efficiency, and single-ext racted-elect ron trigger-
ing capabilit ies, we are able for the first t ime to mea-
surenuclear recoilswhich produceonly a single ionizat ion
electron. Our measurements improve the precision of low

NEST – Noble Element Simulation Technique

US optimism

LUX data

New LLNL data

Russian Optimism

Russian 

realism/pessimism
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Talk II from Patrick

new reactor flux calculation HKSS tried to include 
non-unique forbidden decays quantitatively 

For U235 Ab initio differs from both  HM and HKSS 
–error bars don’t explode for HKSS– so far 

 Data favors a 235U rate offset 

If the Schreckenbach data where off by ~6%, the 
anomaly would disappear. 

 No calculation produces a bump 

(but see Dwyer et. al ??) 
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CHANDLER, PANDA, SOLide, STEREO  LLNL and other R&D

 An impressive array of efforts  efforts to improve near-surface sensitivity to reactor 
antineutrinos –all near or above-ground measurement

 Goals are improved safeguards, sterile neutrino search, or both 

CHANDLER: plastic scintilator, Li6ZnS sheets
PANDA: segmentation with Gd doping
Solide: fiber readout of plastic cells, LI6-Z sulfide layer for N
STEREO – Gd-doped liquid scintillator, with segmentation

Example – PANDA
above-ground measurement 

Results range from no clear evidence for antineutrino signal, to clear signals, to 
preliminary exclusion curves  -

LLNL representative next effort --:> what is the ‘best’ detector for safeguards  - mobile , spectral, efficient,  aboveground 

Key parameters that help with spectral sensitivity and background rejection are Li doping of plastic, PSD segmentation, good 
light collection and calibration
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NEOS and DANNS – underground and high statistics acquisitions

 DANNS results  NEOS

MC

Data

Normalization region 1.5 – 3 MeV

Most pronounced at 
4-5 MeV positron energy

Impressively high statistics and 
a preliminary exclusion curve

Also high statistics 
another measurement of PU and U235 spectrum
Permitted by strong burnup effect 
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Recent results from RENO Hyunkwan Seo

 Obtained an excluded region from a sterile neutrino search

 First hint for 2.9𝜎 correlation between 5 MeV excess and 235U 

fission fraction                          

 More precise measurement of q13 and |Dmee
2 | (2200 days)

 Report updated results using ~2700 days of data
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Reactor projects & nuclear data

Alejandro Sonzogni: Development of 
realistic uncertainties in the summation  
method method for nuclear reactor 
antineutrino applications

1) Including correlations in fission yields
can help improve the summation method

2) More work to be done to realize the 
improvement – a few years effort ?? 

 Xiaobao Wang (for A. Hayes): 
uncertainty study in analyzing the 
reactor neutrino anomaly based on 
nuclear structure physics

Conclusion: Hayes, Huber –

New experiments needed, especially 
Schreckenbach fission beta spectra 
to resolve the reactor antineutrino 
flux deficit 
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Final thoughts

Near-field experiments: 

• IBD: Lots of variety and progress in ton-scale aboveground detectors – both safeguards and physics have provided the 
motivation and funding

• CNS: a reactor measurement is in the offing – 2-4 years ?  -but practical application is a ways away 
• Short baseline oscillations: a number of broadly consistent results, but Neutrino 4 must be considered and 

definitively rejected or embraced

Far-field experiments:
• JUNO, WATCHMAN and Superk-Gd cover the waterfront for far-field monitoring 
• WATCHMAN – and others - benefit from convergence of individual efforts into a small set of projects 

General remarks
• AAP remains comfortable with a primary focus on physics and technology – additional policy input would help 

focus and streamline our work – some policy studies underway in the US – use IUPAP and P5 to help ? 
• What cycle is appropriate for these meetings ? 2 years may be appropriate based on progress, but we’ve had 

annual volunteers for some time 


